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Regional extension and normal faulting

James Jackson
Bullard Laboratories, Cambridge

km sediment
thickness

 is the amount of extension = original width of the basin
stretched width of the basin

Normal faulting has produced many sedimentary basins 
on continents and their margins

North Sea

UK

Norway

D. McKenzie, 1978



In active extensional regions the normal faulting makes the topography

Gulf of Corinth, Greece



large
small Ts

C. Scholz

BIG and small faults



Seismogenic normal faults:

approximately planar

relatively steep: 30-60o

1915 Pleasant Valley Nevada



...usually become flat on a weak sedimentary horizon (salt, shale) 

... and don’t move in earthquakes

Listric faults



Jurassic

Permian

schematic cartoon of southern North Sea during Jurassic extension

seismogenic faults (earthquakes)

aseismic faults (no earthquakes)

salt

BIG active normal faults dip in the range
30-60o

Jackson & White 1989

nodal plane dips from fault-plane solutions of 
large (Mw>5.5) normal-faulting earthquakes 
on continents



Does tilting explain the range of dips?
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1. Anderson’s criteria (principal stresses vertical and horizontal)

1

30o

normal stress2



2. Byerlee’s law (coefficient of friction = 0.6)

initial dip
should be
90- = 60o

3. Hydrofracture criterion (Pf  3)

60o
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3. Hydrofracture criterion (Pf  3)
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1. Anderson’s criteria (principal stresses vertical and horizontal)

2. Byerlee’s law (coefficient of friction = 0.6)

final dip
should be
90- = 30o

120o



Rotating from fault dip 60o to 30o gives  = 1.7

 is the amount of extension = original width of the basin
stretched width of the basin

Proffett, 1977, GSA Bulletin

what happens beyond  = 1.7?

Yerrington Nevada

faults were 
only active in 
dip range 
60-30o total extension 

= 1 x 2 x ... 
...



amount of extension ()
is related to tilting

… but topography is 
related to block width

Predicting vertical motions from tilting and block size

G. Yielding, J. Geol. Soc. London, 1990

North Sea

big blocks stick up and are eroded (unconformities)
small blocks drown
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what controls maximum fault length and graben width?

Jackson & White 1989



long faults have large displacement

displacement produces topography

topography is supported by stresses



10 MPa
Te=15 km

block width (km) block width (km)

stresses required to support tilting increase rapidly with block width

Te

A. Foster & F. Nimmo

block width (km)
...but stresses reduce as elastic thickness (Te) increases



10 km

N. White

Tilted blocks up to 25 km in width 
can be supported by stresses of 10MPa or less
(i.e. the stress drops in earthquakes) 
for a normal elastic thickness of 10-15 km

...so what about the southern East Africa Rift?



Centroid depth distributions

Ts ~ 40 km



Lake
Malawi

31 km



31 km

G. of Corinth

The larger elastic/seismogenic thickness 
in the southern EAR allows wider blocks 
and longer faults 

Mta Wa Mbu, Tanzania



Bilila-Mtakataka, Malawi

Scale of fault segmentation

both at the same scale



Fault migration

10 km

1861

Western Gulf of Corinth (Greece)

Frontal (1861) fault

1861



Mamousia fault

Mamousia fault

backtilted delta topsets

Mamousia fault

foresets

foresets

topsets

topsets

old 
uplifted
delta

modern
delta



foresets

topsetstop now 800m above sea level

Frontal (1861) fault

1861



Kenchriae fault

1981 faults

uplifted 
marine 
terraces

uplifted 
marine 
terraces

1st
2nd



In both places faulting has migrated into the hanging wall.

Is this common?

How could you tell, without a reference (sea) level? 
(e.g in Nevada, Italy, Tibet, East Africa)

Is domino (bookshelf)  faulting simultaneous?
or sequential?



Regional extension in Greece

GPS velocities relative to Eurasia
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field measurements 
show the same N-S 
slip vectors

Paleomagnetic rotations in central Greece

Kissel & Laj 1988

3 Ma

15 Ma

13 Ma2 Ma

Arkitsa



Mary Goldsworthy

?

?
?



central block is rigid
at ~ 1mm/yr level

pole for opening of
Gulf of Corinth

pole for opening 
of Gulf of Evia

GPS velocities relative
to  central block

Peloponnese

velocities relative
to Peloponnese

Peloponnese moves
with southern Aegean

southern
Aegean



Gulf of Corinth 
opens the opposite
way to Gulf of Evia



Gulf of Corinth 
opens the opposite
way to Gulf of Evia

…and also much
faster than the
other graben to 

the north
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Mattei et al 2004



Mattei et al 2004

faulting has
migrated north




